It is a myth that criticism is a disinterested or objective act and that objects of literary criticism-in this case, Renaissance non-dramatic texts -offer settled and stable meanings which it is the critic's business to discover. Truth is not our domain. In the pages that follow, I can only offer an interested account, and it is therefore best for me to declare those interests. My recent work on Spenser and on earlyJacobean representation follows from a conviction that criticism cannot stabilize texts, and that it must account for textual production in terms of dynamic interchanges. In the first half of this century, criticism developed two major strategies for dealing with Renaissance texts, historical criticism and, more recently, New Criticism. In contemporary practice, these have tended to coalesce in attempts to fix textual activity as the containment of ambiguous utterance, or to locate textual activity by giving it a stable referent in history. Both strategies belie the nature of the dynamic of the text, as every reader knows, for texts resist our attempts to fix them and give the lie to our designs upon them; history is no privileged ground of stable meaning, but subject to rewriting. My own work has drawn upon structuralism and post-structuralism, not because these are fashionable modes in certain quarters, but because they seem to me to restore to criticism the possibility of dealing honestly with our experience of the excess of texts, the ways in which we cannot appropriate them, the ways in which their production is involved in processes which deny texts easy limits or ease of access. I believe that texts are not indeterminate, but overdetermined, and that a criticism practiced in an awareness of its limits is best suited to describe the ways in which texts always go beyond what critics can do with them.
1 confused piece on court and public theater, which manages to misunderstand the purpose of the play scene in Hamlet by failing to see that it is not only a replay of the murder of the old king but also a threat to the new one. I doubt that many will find much use in G. K. Hunter's simplistic account of Renaissance drama as a move toward the psychological realism of Othello unless they think that Renaissance plays are nineteenth-century novels. The nadir is perhaps in B. Rajan's piece on Milton's piety, in which Rajan finds at several points that it is too painful to confront what Milton wrote and offers instead the generosity of a revision that allows Milton to emerge as the great reconciler of opposites.
Most of these essays, in short, lack any sense of historical distance, and they rewrite Renaissance texts into comfortably dated modern ones. While some of these pieces might not be inappropriate as after dinner speeches (Talbot Donaldson's, in those terms, is quite charming), there is an occasional abrasiveness and defensiveness here that is quite offensive, a closemindedness that is painful to see in scholars who once were regarded highly. Thus, when Alastair Fowler laments because criticism has made Jonson unpleasant, or when Lowry Nelson closes a piece of what used to be called poetry appreciation by attacking structuralism, I wince, in embarrassment and regret for the generation of Louis Martz.
The opening chapters of Anne Ferry's The "Inward" Language: Sonnets of Wyatt, Sidney, Shakespeare, Donne appear directed precisely against the ahistorical tendencies represented by the marriage of New Criticism to old-fashioned historicism. Noting that criticism has too readily assumed a post-Lockeian definition of a "real self" with an "inner life" in analysis of Renaissance texts when such terms were not available in the sixteenth century, she offers a dictionary of inwardness derived from English texts (conduct books, theological treatises, psychologies), glossing such terms as "individuum," "the closet of the heart, " "secrets," the pairing of "inward and outward," the meaning of the dictum "know thy self." About these terms, she makes numerous acute observations, that interiority was regarded as available to scrutiny and display, that the inner life was discontinuous (a place of retreat akin to the private rooms in grand houses), that even in private, self-scrutiny was often externalized in utterance (outer and utter being indistinguishable), always imagined as capable of being opened and revealed; at the very least, the secrets of the soul could not be hidden from God. Armed with this material, and insisting that she will proceed using only old-spelling texts in order to guard against the falsifications introduced by modernized punctuation (a position like Greene's in his analysis of Shakespeare's sonnet 129), Ferry then proceeds to her sonneteers.
Once there, Ferry abandons her thesis. For, the real underlying assumption is not that critics err in their readings of Shakespeare; rather, Shakespeare, drawing upon Sidney, who, in turn, replicated certain tendencies seen in Wyatt, conceived of the self in modern ways if not in a modern vocabulary. Hamlet, we are assured, does have an inner life, and the route to his invention lies in the practice of sonneteers. Thus, when Ferry examines the handful of Wyatt's sonnets that seem to her to reveal these precursive tendencies, she lookssurprise! -to the ambiguities that Wyatt activates in his closing couplets. The desire to preserve old-spelling texts feeds into the New Critical strategies of reading. Wyatt forces a wedge between what the heart feels and what the poet can say; in that space, modern inwardness is born in the full resources of ambiguity. For Ferry, Wyatt's involvement with the sonnet form and his explorations of the potentiality within figurative language explain how this came about. As she proceeds to Sidney, the point is hammered home with deadening repetition. A typical transition shows how the chapter is organized around the reiteration of a single idea: "In addition to literary allusion, parody and self-parody, and burlesque, Sidney uses structural devices that also point to inner states as distinct from their outward show in poetry." Here, as in the chapters on Shakespeare and Donne that follow, the space between such moments is filled with paraphrases in which Ferry recasts poems into the various opposing and ambiguous sentences which the art of the sonnet contains. There are occasional insights along the way; she does, for instance, argue well for Shakespeare's awareness of Sidney's sequence beyond the random borrowings usually tallied. But from this point, she insists that Shakespeare learned a "new conception of human nature" from Sidney, and extended his awareness of the cleavage between heart and poetic utterance to the young man and the dark lady. Ferry is fond of describing this move as "radical," or "cynical." Curiously, these terms, usually reserved for Donne's Songs and Sonnets, do not appear in a final chapter, where Donne's practice as a sonneteer-in his religious verse-is regarded as his sole domain for Shakespearean experimentation with the cleavage of heart and utterance.
At best, Ferry's study might be described as an elaborate gloss on Hamlet's first response to Gertrude, a demonstration of the intimate connection between his language of suit and woe, being and seeming, and the laments of sonneteers. Yet, she is not content to make this argument, for she distrusts convention intensely, and is really bent on showing the powers of poetry to transcend history. To do this, there are remarkable falsifications even of literary history (the only sort recognized in the book). Petrarch, for instance, is continually compared invidiously to Wyatt so that the English poet's greater complex-sentative. And, two pages later, when Guillory concludes, I cannot tell why the passage was necessary. He writes: "Milton must 'bring in' the Palmer even as he brings Spenser into his argument, because it is the absence of both that signifies danger." This only looks complicated; in fact, it appears to say what anyone might have assumed, that Milton includes the Palmer because descent into the cave is something that he fears.
In Origin and Originality in Renaissance Literature: Versions of the Source, a study which owes much to Greene, as David Quint acknowledges, a wide range of texts-including Sannazaro, Ariosto, Tasso, Bruno, Spenser, Rabelais, Milton, and Erasmus-is summoned to explore conflicting claims about originality: that it depends upon access to a transcendent origin, that it manifests itself in original acts possible only in history. To explore this tension, Quint draws upon the resources of a favorite trope, rooted in Plato and Virgil and recapitulated in the Bible and its commentaries, the originary Ocean and the streams that flow from it. In a resolutely historical stance opposed to the criticism that regards tropes as ahistorical (represented at its best in Curtius, at its worst in C. A. Patrides' recent Premises and Motifs in Renaissance Thought and Literature), Quint shows enormous tact and learning in resituating the central trope and in testing out its varied implications.
Yet, something of the war between allegorical transcendence and historical immanence is played out in Quint's pages. On the one hand, he pursues a history that culminates in Milton, whose claims to have returned to the origin easily became (after him) a way of validating Satanic claims to originality, a tension enacted in Paradise Lost. On the other hand, the book is circumscribed within a circle traced by Erasmus and Rabelais, who stand close to its beginning and end, exemplary reconcilers of the urge to historicize and the desire for transcendence. Quint gives in to this recurrence of a unifying design in a resolutely programmatic and logical disposition of his materials, as if the trope offered a limited number of possibilities and his texts could be disposed to reveal this typology. Thus, he announces a rather straitening thesis: "The opposition allegory/history is repeated in different ways by each of the authors whose version of the source is analyzed in the following chapters: Sannazaro's opposition of epic authority to pastoral autonomy, Tasso's Platonic response to Ariosto's attack on allegory, Bruno's abolition of history in favor of allegory, Spenser who conversely makes allegory dependent upon and thus vulnerable to the events of history, the Rabelaisian poetics of the Spirit which counter the threat of Babelic autonomy and historical dispersion." These pairings summarize accurately what can come to seem a thesis-ridden book. Yet, there are riches here beyond the frame: a RECENT STUDIES brilliant reading of Sannazaro's pastoral as one whose very claims to transcendence only further point to its timebound qualities, and a telling investigation of Ariosto's original stance and its reductio ad absurdam of Renaissance historicism and its virtual travesty of claims to biblical authority as debased acts of patronage. More problematic and symptomatic is the treatment of Spenser, initially locked into a naturelgrace frame, ultimately allowed his provisionality. Quint will often spend time establishing a thesis only to go beyond it. This is true of the book as a whole; it ends twice, first resolved in Rabelais, then with Milton. The last few pages are especially brilliant in suggesting that the Renaissance concern to define the autonomous text is a signal event in western intellectual history, a legacy that complicates our relationship to those texts. With such insights, Quint invigorates historical criticism. Something of the promise of Guillory's book is fulfilled in these pages; on the other hand, like Ferguson, Quint is haunted by a great original.
Readers of Richard Helgerson's important essays on the laureate claims of Spenser andJonson will find them extended and enlarged in Self-Crowned Laureates: Spenser, Jonson, Milton and the Literary System. Like Guillory, Helgerson's concern is the institution of literature and the transmission of authority, but rather than focusing on intertextual matters, Helgerson argues for a literary system garbed in semiotic terms. Laureates emerge as they differ from prevailing social models of the literary career, shaped by generational habits -Spenser vs. the amateur pose of literary depreciation and the professional versifiers, Jonson against the example of Spenser as well as his generation's satiric bent and the contemporary dramatists, Milton as a belated poet in a belated generation of easy and stylish versifiers.
These are challenging and provocative views, and Helgerson is at his best in tracing the emergence of his three laureates and contextualizing their advertisements for themselves. Yet, curiously, for all his insistence on facing down modern estimates of the autonomy or uniqueness of genius, Helgerson reinscribes rather traditional estimations and accounts of these poets, and even his systemic contexts have an odd way of becoming New Critical positions of ambivalence, ambiguity, and uncertainty. The historical frame is also problematic in its own terms, a Hegelian dialectic of generations that can blur the contemporaneity of such phenomena as the publication of The Faerie Queene and the younger generation's satires. The privileging of certain generations means, too, that here as in older historians, certain figures (such as Drayton and Daniel) get short shrift, although there are illuminating discussions of Cowley and Davenant. By granting so much to authorial assertion, Helgerson slights the ways in which the period institutionalized its authors, the significance (as Richard Newton argues) of the printed book upon which Jonson's authority rests, but which was equally important for authors like Cartwright whose claims we no longer recognize. Helgerson's laureates, in short, may not be the canonized texts of the early seventeenth century. Important as Helgerson's contribution is to our understanding of the historical conditions of textual production, there is an attachment here to old-fashioned historical categories, even to a New Critical disdain for history (as when Book V of The Faerie Queene is judged as ruined by its political concerns, or Milton is praised for the magnificence of his solitary achievement) that blunts the revolutionary claims of this book. Andrew Fichter's Poets Historical: Dynastic Epic in the Renaissance pretends to concerns about history and intertextuality (the Renaissance transformations of the Virgilian vision of empire). In fact, history and literary history are regarded through a Robertsonian eye, measured by cupiditas/caritas, and the overgoing of Ariosto, Tasso, and Spenser involves the dissolution of time into the consolations of heaven. To accomplish readings that ignore Ariosto's ironies and nullifications (so ably described by Quint), Tasso's ambivalences (see Ferguson) and the disturbances of Spenser's unfinished epic, Fichter invites his readers to dismiss the material reality of words on a page for the greater clarity of faith. Wholesale distrust, outrageous denials (as when we are asked to regard Ruggiero's attempted rape of Angelica as "backsliding,' or to see the marriage of Britomart and Arthegall-which never occurs in the poem-as the culmination of a providential plan) turn texts into consoling, untroubling, and ultimately trivial simulachra of a reality which has no need of them. It is hard to understand, if one were to take Fichter's views seriously, why anyone would write literature-or literary criticism, for that matter. And, from that perspective, this book can only be judged an act of bad faith.
Such views frame volume 3 of Spenser Studies, edited by Patrick Cullen and Thomas P. Roche, Jr., which opens with a turgid and facetious 50-page piece by Seth Weiner that makes a leap of faith through numerology to read "Rose-cheekt Laura" as a praise of the Virgin, and closes with an equally long essay by Roche that reads Astrophil and Stella as a lurid, pornographic, and blasphemous sequence preaching a body hatred that the "moral Elizabethans" would faithfully comprehend. Between these, Andrew V. ambivalent attitudes towards the queen, blithely declares that Book V is a failure because it sinks from the usual moral loftiness into nasty politics, and that Book VI is "by general consent the most attractive book"-so long, that is, as the reader forgets about the erosion of the quest, the bankruptcy of courtesy, the ravages of the brigands, or the final unleashing of the Blatant Beast. Wells promises an historical account; the book offers a fantasy that is hard to recognize as Spenser's.
In Spenser and the Motives of Metaphor, A. Leigh DeNeef argues that Spenser practices a Platonic -or, as he calls it, a Sidneyan -poetics in which metaphors lead to reading and behavior that is right to the degree that the ability of metaphor to shadow transcendent truth is grasped, wrong insofar as it is literal. However, essential to the argument is the inadequacy of metaphor to embody Ideas, and the provisionality of the text and the response it demands. Thus, by the end of the book, DeNeef is willing to call into question the categories of right and wrong reading that he rigidly applies throughout, even to drop his insistent (and extraordinarily literalistic) use of Sidney as a guide to Spenser. As he says finally, "the work to which his poetry calls us . is always endless and only just begun," a perception that he fears will send him into the "Derridean void" and which necessitates that the a priori moral categories DeNeef uses can only be heuristic devices.
At his worst, DeNeef can sound like Dr. Johnson complaining that Milton and King kept no sheep; at his best, he offers acute insight into the ways in which the poem thematizes its reading, particularly in the pervasiveness of textual activity in its vocabulary of human action. DeNeef is nagged by the metaphoricity of Spenser's text and he invites the reader to transcend it; such transcendence forces false closures on the poem, however, and can protect it from history and its embeddedness in textuality. The answer to this is not to distance reading from the text, not to dematerialize the words so that they can be grouped into comfortable categories, but to face the abyss, recognizing that it is a productive and playful void and the space of all the meaning we are capable of finding in this world. II Alan Sinfield delivers a telling assault on Christian humanism in Literature in Protestant England, 1560-1660. Arguing that a fiercely Calvinist protestantism was the official view in the period, one that caused deep anxiety and, eventually, its own dissolution, Sinfield dismisses and sees through those who have advanced the claims of Christian humanism. That outlook, he claims, "is not foreign to the period, but most of the important writers manifest a far more complex and anxious attitude, strongly aware of its latent contradictions as they were foregrounded by orthodox protestantism. The appeal of 'Christian Humanism' to many modern interpreters is that it is either close to their own outlook or can without too much strain be reconciled with it. Thus they appear to confirm their ideology from celebrated literature, and to ratify their idealist assumptions." Instead, Sinfield insists on the assaultive quality of Renaissance protestantism, on the differences that refuse modern attempts to make Renaissance culture RECENT STUDIES a monolithic compendium of comforting beliefs. Harsh paradoxicality, not soft accommodation, is the nature of Calvinism; beliefs enact social contradictions. Pugnaciously calling Spenser, Sidney, and Milton "Puritan humanists," he looks to the strains in their works, not Christian humanist balance, and records their characteristic displacements and duplicities. Although at times Sinfield's exposition can seem rushed or somewhat crude, the views he offers are bracing and provocative, not least when he argues (convincingly) that Spenser cannot be labelled either a Christian or a humanist. It is therefore surprising to find that Sinfield will sometimes too easily accept rather questionable critical assumptions (the pertinence of married love in Spenser, or Donne's revolutionary poetics). A chapter on the strains within conflicting discourses of love offers valuable insights into the workings of ideology as "a piecemeal and shifting process" in which such opposing ends as "mutuality and authority," as Sinfield terms them, allow for a range of possibilities-from the disguising of authoritarian claims in a language of mutuality (in Spenser) to the subversive uses of authoritarian claims (in Donne). Two chapters on Renaissance drama that follow argue that "the theatre, of which so many protestants complained, is just where we should expect subversive thought to emerge." Sometimes the methodology in these chapters can be remarkably old-fashioned, especially in view of the radical argument; Sinfield is as fond of quoting Calvin as Christian humanists are of Erasmus and Elyot, often to the same effect, as if the relation of texts was transparent duplication, background and foreground.
At his best, Sinfield does not draw these simplistic parallels: for instance, in the final chapter the growth of secularism in the seventeenth century is "not just a counter-movement to protestantism, but . . actually a response to inherent contradictions.' In describing the "fragile protestant ideological hegemony," he is more finely responsive than when he attempts to perform more conventional acts of historical interpretation; the chapter is certainly correct in its view that contradictions in Milton make "impossible . . . the traditional claim that he represents some central and enduring Christian orthodoxy:" Nonetheless, a bit disturbing in a book so committed to the radical historicity of Renaissance protestantism is its closing remark: "Whilst divines erected elaborate theological structures and writers wrestled to accommodate them to a wider intellectual tradition and to human life, most men and women probably made sense of existence on a reasonable day to day basis, as they always had." The timeless proletariat seems to me the kind of dream not even a liberal, bourgeois critic (let alone a Marxist) should let by unexamined. A history of "the same" is no history at all, and the feeble quality of the literary judgments undermines the value the book might nonetheless be said to have -an attempt to rehabilitate mid-century authors such as Bale, Crowley, Baldwin, Grimald, and their radical protestant beliefs. King is baffled, for instance, when he tries to explain why the reign of Edward VI was conducive to radical thought; it would mean facing squarely the politics of Protector Somerset's stance, upsetting King's mythmaking. The best he can do is call paradoxical Somerset's view that the texts he licensed he regarded as trivial; it is both more and less than that. If Somerset allowed texts to be printed because he thought they would enhance his image and, at the same time, were not powerful in themselves, he cannot be seen as a true believer in the literal power of the word. King is also not much of a proselytizer for his texts; he offers paraphrase supplemented with inflated claims. The evidence does not bear him out. This bulky book is an imposition on the reader. Sadly, there is evidence here of enormous scholarly work, reams of manuscripts and obscure publications dutifully perused. There is material here for a few modest articles summarizing mid-century careers and the extraordinary number of documents printed in the period. These articles, in fact, exist; King wrote and published them over the past few years. The book is an attempt to inflate small claims, testimony of a scholar's desire to divest himself of years of notetaking. The book is badly written, frequently jumbled and illogical, disorganized, and repetitious. Princeton has produced a handsome volume marred, however, by the consistent misspelling of the name of Rosemond Tuve.
John King opens English Reformation
Sinfield This is both limited and questionable critical activity. For one thing, Clark admits that the burgeoning of pamphlets in the late 1500s (despite the dates in her title, emphasis is firmly Elizabethan) is a new phenomenon. A new audience and a new kind of writer emerge; although Clark is initially careful about the definition of this audience (refusing commonplaces about the rising middle class), she essentially endorses this definition, save for those moments when the pamphlets' appeal is ascribed to "the eternal foundation of popular gossip that is, to the timeless truths they inscribe. Clark never asks why conservative attitudes should be paraded by a new breed of hack writers, what contemporary social purposes such expressions serve. She has no way of accounting for these texts or authors in terms of the social conditions that produced these new readers, no way of seeing these deeply social texts except as works of art aspiring to an autonomy of conservative themes and pure stylistic effects plausible in any age. Clark's account, in short, extends New Critical values, but rather than offering close readings (the only real contribution of New Criticism), Clark produces lists, not analyses, assertions, not arguments. Even as a guide to this literature, Clark's book is extremely limited; its appreciative summaries distort in their search for "strongly felt writing."
More than a corrective to Clark is offered in Jonathan V. Crewe's Unredeemed Rhetoric: Thomas Nashe and the Scandal of Authorship, for he takes as the Nashe problem the description of Nashe as a writer who is all rhetoric, no content. Crewe's investigation, informed by a Derridean awareness of language, confronts the equation of contentas-rhetoric, but refuses either to say that style offers a coherent world (as has been argued for Lyly or Jonson) or to argue that the world merely is rhetoric. Rather, Crewe focuses on the dialectic between logic and rhetoric (as all that logic must suppress) as it informs Nashe's career: rhetoric poses the possibility of an "antiworld," Crewe argues, not simply dualistic, but also parasitic, undermining and generative, calling into question but not replacing "reality" with the specter of a world of performance and negative energy. Nashe's performances, always in language and yet never identical to each otheror to themselves-are for Crewe the excessive paradigm for an understanding of the place of rhetoric in Renaissance culture. Menacing, marginal, scandalous, excessive: yet, Crewe hints, Nashe may be an extreme case that would allow for a revaluation of the author we most prize in the period, Shakespeare.
Crewe pursues Nashe's career with such economy that it is difficult to recast the argument briefly. At each step, Nashe's relationship to 1 writing (and authorship) is problematic, whether, at first, in his most humanistic phase, where the enunciation of the notion of style-asclothing casts dark insinuations on the nature of language, or in his late anti-poetically conceived Unfortunate Traveller, where Crewe hears in the punning history of a page the violence of a subversion that feeds upon itself and is sustained by the models of order it seeks to deny. Artifice -rhetoric -appears to be the slippery ground of being. Everywhere Nashe testifies to the lost illusion of humanistic subordination of rhetoric to truth and to the illusion of poetic power embodied in Sidney's golden world. These are not replaced by Nashe's rhetoric, however, for that rhetoric depends -parodically, parasitically, violently -on an antithesis that is not merely an opposition.
No summary can capture the almost obsessive logic of Crewe's argument; nor can I do more here than acknowledge the formidable suggestiveness of his tightly coiled hundred pages. At times, I think Crewe distorts to make his case. Sidney and High Renaissance poetics are treated too easily as really or merely offering what conventional criticism has said about them. Occasionally, one feels that Crewe's Shakespeare, especially in his late "romance" stage (the term is also a modern invention) is being sentimentalized. Crewe achieves his deconstructive reading of Nashe in part by not using his insights elsewhere. There are some straw men in his arguments. Not for this reason alone, this is one of those rare books one wishes were longer, for, as Crewe indicates, this study of Nashe is prolegomena to one that well might change the shape of Renaissance literature as it is viewed presently, replacing the center with the margin of an insidiously violent and arbitrary power-the power of the page -and troubling with its political and poetic conceptions of order, power, authority, and truth. Or, as Crewe says, "Nashe's career reveals some of the dilemmas of his 'rhetorical' contemporaries and . . . his repeated staging of the scandal of authorship exposes some of the lacunae in a highly idealistic 'Renaissance' conception of literature."
Volume 4 Bevan allows the manifold differences to emerge ("the book develops from an angling manual-cum-pastoral into a kind of prose anthology or common-place book"). Like others of the time (Montaigne, Burton), Walton clearly had no sense of a final text. The impulses towards anthology as form are important and characteristic, perhaps more so than the taste of the period Bevan would locate in Walton's preference for smooth rather than strong verse. Bevan gives Walton fairly high marks for accuracy of quotation and fidelity to sources; yet the strong retrospective and literary additions that mark successive editions seem to undermine an original intention for the straightforwardly factual. Before one agrees that Walton's "distinctive personality" and his chronological-topographical organization of his material shape the book (as is claimed in the introduction), the opposing tendency to proliferation must be kept in mind. Bevan's introduction and commentary do straightforward work, tabulating sources, making identifications, occasionally pausing over a difficult word. Some interesting things are said, for instance the fact that few inscribed copies of the work survive (compared to many such of The Lives). Bevan reads this as a sign of Walton's relative indifference to the book; the revisions tell against that conclusion as does its immense popularity (there have been some 400 editions). The multiple concerns of the book (nostalgic retreat, poetic anthology, moralism) explain its longevity for Bevan. This is fine so far as it goes, but hardly describes the complexities of the work's genesis, in terms of its sources and Walton's place in history (and not merely in literary history). With Bevan's edition, work on these questions will be made easier. It has been handsomely produced along the familiar lines of the series, although one could wish for paper of better quality.
N. H. Keeble describes Richard Baxter: Puritan Man of Letters as introductory, emphasizing
Baxter's views on writing and style and his significance to literary history. This summarizes the first third of the book, and it makes fascinating reading. In his 40 years as a publishing author, Baxter wrote some 140 books. He claimed necessity as his cause but, as Keeble says, the career was "self-perpetrating." Actually, the evidence suggests more, a man writing because of compulsions scarcely under his control, in the grips of the autonomy of language-its ability to call forth responses (Baxter was enormously popular and enormously controversial) and to trigger more writing. Baxter's writing, Keeble says, is styleless, unrevised, unedited, not even proofread, a tumult of words committed to plainness and perspicacity. Yet Baxter never felt that he had written enough; better to say more than to leave anything out. When he proposed a poor man's library, he listed 1000 titles (the 1400 books catalogued from Baxter's collection are clearly the tip of the iceberg). Godliness was literariness, words the means to salvation. Yet Baxter, living in continual pain and illness, haunted by death, feared that literary elegance was a sin and was convinced that self needed to be rooted out for the sake of selflessness. Keeble does a good job of marshalling these and other tensions -a passion for order at war with the impulse to proliferate, pedantry vying with popularity, dogmatism refusing to be categorized. Keeble would like these oppositions to point to some middle path, an open way between armed camps, and he is convincing in his appreciation of "the most sustained attempt in English to apply the doctrines of Christianity to the ordinary lives of common people." Nonetheless, excess, not moderation, seems to lie at the center of Baxter; indeed, it explains the intimacies of self-revelation in this supposedly selfless author. Keeble too easily suggests containment; he is at his weakest in several passages in which he attempts to normalize Baxter by allying his plainness with Herbert's, for instance, or his communing with landscape with Wordsworth. Luckily, the critical modesty of the book allows readers access to the extraordinary deluge of Baxter's prose. Surely the amazing spectacle here is that of someone who did not consider himself an author, had no regard for words, and nonetheless lived in language.
Retha Representations of the Self in George Herbert's Poetry, Barbara Harman offers close readings of half a dozen poems as the center of a study whose method is New Critical, but whose guiding assumption is not. For, unlike Pinka (to take an extreme example), Harman argues for the real investment of Herbert in his speakers. Unlike such historical critics as Tuve or Summers, Harman refuses to allow the poems to fuse into some communal Christian meaning. Representation matters to Herbert, and it is a problem that the poems repeatedly confront. For Harman, the poems do not close in on artful solutions, nor do they collapse (as they do, for different reasons, in Fish or Tuve); rather, they engage, from various perspectives, a central problem, that the articulation of lived experience is never the same as the experience; writing is a re-presentation of the self. Harman presents this insight without much in the way of theoretical trapping, as common sense. Indeed, part of the appeal of this book lies in a strategy of direct address. Harman never lets go of the reader.
This also makes the book peculiarly airless. Although these are powerful readings that displace others, they are also insistently literalistic. Harman starts with an assumption about the continuity of the self and its fragmentation in texts, and works to find a relation between that assumed self and its representation. Yet, much in the history of self-representation would suggest that the coherent self is a phenomenon later than Herbert (see C. B. MacPherson on "possessive individualism," or even Ferry's opening chapter). Harman seeks a self in the poems that may not ever be found. When she looks to the model of Christian history that Herbert had, she sees it merely as a reductive and disabling paradigm that robs the self. Yet, surely the point about typology is that it posits a present burdened by loss; if it gives a Christian a story, it is never one that can be possessed entirely. Indeed, the conditions for representation which Harman creates through her readings can be found in the model of history she repudiates. What she denies Herbert, she denies herself. Harman's book is about the fictions of discourse that preserve speech against its own vulnerability. The costly monument erected on these pages achieves its value (there is no denying the force of these readings) at great expense: the denial of history, the refusal to articulate a theoretical base for the definitions of self and representation that would stand up to Renaissance discursive practices, a narrowing of Herbert to a handful of poems that serve the author's purpose. R. V. Young draws attention to an overlooked historical connection in Richard Crashaw and the Spanish Golden Age. The relationship seems true in general, but unconvincing in the particulars, since Young aims to normalize Crashaw by giving him antecedents. The book has no critical vocabulary (Crashaw, for instance, is described as "concrete"; Young looks at "atmosphere" or the "essential import" of poems). Thematization and paraphrase pass for critical acts; "there is little question over what Crashaw's poems are about, or what they mean," we are assured. Thus, if at its best Young's book shows that had Crashaw been a Spanish poet, his poems might well have found an immediate context in the work of Gongora, Santa Teresa, SanJuan de la Cruz, or Fray Luis de Leon, he has no vocabulary to describe the migration of these models to an English poet, no sense of historical difference or textual difference that would make his historical argument a meaningful one. affect it"' is the question asked. Schaar's vocabulary comes from Eco and the reader is drawn to consider "infracontexts" displayed at length. Yet, in fact, the point of view is not at all complex despite the daunting vocabulary, a tally of echoes to demonstrate "paradoxical tension, ironic or not" implying the fortune of the Fall. The lack of a proper index compromises the usefulness of the book for a reader who might want to pursue more complicated paths through literary history. On the other hand, Schaar's glosses derive largely from the work of editors and can be reconstructed easily, while his most unusual glosses (from contemporary continental texts) tend to be the least convincing ones.
The study of prose style is apt to be little more than impressionism. To counter such tendencies, Thomas N. Corns, in The Development of Milton's Prose Style, relies upon computer-assisted analyses of quantifiable aspects of style (word frequencies, sentence lengths and patterns) for more objective (as he terms them) results. Further, to establish the unique qualities of Milton's prose, he collates it with contemporary pamphlets. This results, as Corns admits, in some modest negative conclusions which show that in most respects Milton and his contemporary polemicists are indistinguishable syntactically; Milton's prose differs in density of subordination and in imagery. These qualities are most evident in the 1640s; later writings are sparer.
The main difficulty with this study, as Corns admits, is that the most interesting aspects of style resist quantification; when Corns turns to them, his vocabulary abandons the dream of scientific objectivity for sheer impressionism; Milton is said to be more interesting than other writers, he is praised for "wit and sparkle" while others are dull. Flaccid, too, is the book's organization; after 50 pages comparing early and late Milton, Corns proceeds to 50 more on middle Milton only to show that in all respects save imagery early and middle Milton produce the same statistics. Backing and filling and repetitions characterize the book, leaving no room to develop the few speculative points raised in the conclusion-the suggestion, for example, that a study of prose style should not be divorced from the conditions of printing. On that point, one must note that this book is littered with typographical errors. Corns laments "our inadequate and incorrect stylistic expectations"; his book does little to remedy the situation.
With volume 8, the Yale Complete Prose Works of John Milton comes to its conclusion; these volumes have been admired widely for the fullness of their annotations, the care taken in editing, the expertise displayed in introductions. Volume 8 is no exception, and deserves applause; this will be the definitive edition of Milton's prose for many years.
Nonetheless, volume 8 raises some teasing questions. It presents 
